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By Courtney Knox 




This project examined the process of developing curriculum and analyzed its efficacy. 
Initially there were two sets of curriculum involved, but only one is included here because I was 
unable to gain the permission to publicly publish the other. The curriculum that is included is the 
curriculum I developed the Math Club at Fairhaven Middle School in Bellingham, WA. This 
curriculum was developed and implemented independently of any official curriculum 
regulations. Thus, I was free to personalize and change the curriculum based on what I saw was 
most needed in the classroom setting. However, there were still challenges that needed to be 
overcome in order to reach the goals that I set for the curriculum. 
I was given the position of Math Club Teacher for Fairhaven Middle School (FMS) in 
November of 2014. When I first started out, I had little to no direction in regards to what I was 
supposed to be teaching. So, first I developed the following three goals: I wanted the FMS Math 
club to… (1) be a welcoming environment where students could explore mathematics,  
(2) provide challenging material to stimulate problem solving, and (3) prepare students to 
compete in the Whatcom County Math Championship. So, to begin I studied the competition 
tests from previous years. After extensive study I developed a list of topics and skills that my 
students would be expected to know and developed worksheets and lesson plans based around 
them.  
Included in this document is the “FMS Math Club Workbook” and the “FMS Math Club 
Answer Book.” The Workbook contains all of the material that I developed to help my students 
learn the necessary skills and topics. The problems in the Workbook are gathered from a variety 
of sources including various internet sites, the MOEMS Contest Problem book (Volume 5), and 
Edward Zaccaro’s Challenge Math book. I also put in a few problems from my own imagination. 
I do not take credit for all of the problems though, and make note of that on the back cover of the 
Workbook. The Answer Book on the other hand is entirely my creation. It includes detailed 
answer keys for everything included in the Workbook. 
The Answer Book is the bulk of the curriculum that I developed. Through it, not only was 
I able to help the students be metacognitive, but I also was able to teach them the reasoning 
behind the various topics and skills. I didn’t just want them to memorize a formula, I wanted 
them to know why something mathematical was the way it was and how it worked inside and 
out. Through my Answer Book I was able to show them my thinking, my logic, and explain 
different ways of solving the various problems.  
 After the execution of the curriculum, surveys were given to the students and parents to 
analyze the curricula and establish changes that could be made in the future to make the curricula 
more effective. Overall, my curriculum was very effective. At the 2016 Whatcom County Math 
Championship, nine of the ten teams from FMS placed in 5th place or higher and two individual 
students got first in their grade level. Additionally, during the two years that I taught Math Club I 
expanded the program from 20 students to 40 students, providing extra challenge for those who 
weren’t being challenged in their regular classroom and extra exposure for those who needed to 
sharpen their skills.  
Fairhaven Middle School 
Math Club 
2015  2016 
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Area:  WL 
Perimeter:  2(W + L) 
      Area:  πr2 
 Circumference:  2πr  OR  dπ 
  Arc length:  αr 
    Area:  (1/2)bh 
 Perimeter:  s1 + s2 + b 
If the Δ is equilateral (meaning, s1 = s2 = b) 
Area:  ((√3)/4)(b2) 
 Perimeter:  b3 
 For right Δ’s, to find the length of a side use the 
 Pythagorean Theorem:  a2 + b2 = c2 
  Where ‘c’ is the length of the hypotenuse and 
‘a’ and ‘b’ are the lengths of the two other sides. 
Area:  (1/2)(b1 + b2)h 















Volume:  LWH 
Cylinder 
Volume:  πr2h 
Sphere 
Volume:  (4/3)πr3 
Combination Formula: n!/r!(n – r)!








Quick Notes on 
Permutations with Repetition 
Maybe some of you have already noticed this, but, in case you haven’t, 
when you have n things and you are “permuting” r of them and n = r 
you get the following: 
Permutation Formula:     n!/(n – r)!    =    
n!/(n – n)!    =    
n!/0!    =    n!
Now, that’s all well and good until you are trying to permute a collection 
of things that may include repeated items. Let’s say you are given four 
letters:  O, M, N, O. How many different arrangements (permutations) 
can you make?  
MOON    MONO   MNOO 
OMON    OMNO   OOMN 
OONM    ONMO   ONOM 
NOOM    NOMO   NMOO 
Why are there only 12, instead of 4! = 24 ways?  
You can't tell the "O"'s apart, so their order doesn't matter. Suppose one 
of the "O"s was capital and the other one was small. Then you would 
have "MOoN" and "MoON". But our "O"s are alike and we can't tell the 
difference so we have "MOON" and "MOON", which are the same. We 
count them once. Since there are 2 "O"s, there are 2! = 2 x 1 = 2 ways of 
ordering them. So the number of permutations of letters in the word 
MOON is: 
4!/2!    =
4 x 3 x 2 x 1/2 x 1    =    4 x 3    =    12 ways 
So, in short, when you have n things, you are “permuting” r of them, n = 
r, and p of them are the same…. 
Permutation Formula:     n!/ p!
33









Area and Perimeter 
Use 3.14 as an approximation for π 
1. A circle rolls, once, without slipping, along the outside of a square with side of length 4 inches, and returns to
its starting point at A . The radius of the circle is 1 inch. To the nearest hundredth of an inch, how far does the
center of the circle travel?
2. A rectangle is divided into four smaller rectangles whose areas in sq cm are 35, 42, 10, and N, as shown.
The length of each side of every rectangle is a whole number, What is the value of N, in sq cm?
3. As shown, each of the four congruent circles just touches two other circles and two sides of the outer square.
The centers of the four circles are connected to form the inner square. If the area of the outer square is 100 sq
cm, what is the area of the inner square, in sq cm?
4. Segment EF divides rectangle ABCD into square I and rectangle II. The area of rectangle  ABCD is 144 sq








5. Two runners are racing 4 times around  a circular track with a circumference of 1000 feet. The first runner will run on the edge
of the track, while the second runner will run 3 feet outside the edge fo the track. How much more distance will the second run-
ner cover than the first runner?
6. What is the perimeter of this figure?
7. The area of the outside square is 16 square inches. Points A, B, C, and D are midpoints on their
respective lines. What is the diameter of the shaded circle?
8. Kristin needed to paint the floor of her circular room. She started working from the outside and gradually moved toward the cen-
ter of the room. She has used a gallon of paint and has painted only a 2 foot wide strip around the outside of her room. If the
diameter of the entire room is 20 feet, how many more gallons of paint will she need to buy? (Paint can only be purchase in full
gallons.)
9. What is the area of the shaded part if the diameter of the circle is 10 feet?
10. A recipe will make 10 pancakes that are each 8 inches in diameter. If you decided to make 2 inch diameter pancakes, how many







Use 3.14 as an approximation for π 
1. How many cubic inches are in a cubic foot?
2. A waterfall has a flow rate of 2700 cubic feet of water per second. How many cubic yards of water go over the waterfall in a
year?
3. The moon and the earth are almost perfect spheres. The moon is 2000 miles in diameter compared to the earth’s 8000 mile 
diameter. The diameter of the earth is 4 times larger that of the moon. The volume of the earth is how many times larger 
than the moon’s volume?
4. A rectangular prism has faces with the following surface areas:  108 in2, 144 in2 and 192 in2. What is the volume of the prism, in
cubic inches?
5. How many cubic yards are in a cubic mile?
6. Three cubes are dropped into a container of water that is filled to the top. They are a 1 inch cube, a 1 foot cube, and a 1 yard
cube. What is the volume of the water that spills out?
7. Gold can be pounded into very thin sheets. If a 1 cm. cube is pounded into a sheet exactly 1.25 cm. wide and 20 cm. long, how
thick is the sheet?
8. What is the volume of 40 washers that are each 1/8 inch thick with 4 inch outside diameters and





1. For parts a, b, c, and d, answer the following questions in regards to the given numbers x and y:
- What is     in reduced fraction form?
- What is  in decimal form? 
- What is 34% of x?
- What is the remainder of x    y?
a. x = 20, y = 19
b. x = 63, y = 48
c. x = 378, y = 105
d. x = 216, y = 288
2. Kristin’s car goes 18.95 mils for every gallon of gas. If she  is planning a trip of 379 miles and gas costs $1.23 per     gallon,
what is the cost of gas for the trip?
3. What is the value of N?
4. Last week Jessica beat Emily at checkers in 20% of their matches. Emily won 12 matches. How many matches did Jessica win?
5. Express the extended fraction shown at the right as a simple fraction in lowest terms.
6. Chantelle is going on an 8-day hike of 82.5 miles. She plans to hike 8.25 hours every day for each of those 8 days. How many
miles will she cover each hour of her trip?
7. Express as a single fraction in lowest terms:
8. A 5” X 7” picture is enlarged to 8” X 10”. By what percent did it’s area increase?
9. Jenny and Lenny pick a forth and a third of a treeful of apples, respectively. Penny picks the rest of the apples. If Lenny picks 7
more apples than Jenny does, how many apples does Penny pick?











































Decimals, Fractions, and Percents 
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1. For every set of numbers below, find the mean,
median, mode, and range:
a. 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19
b. 1.1, 1, 1.01, 1, 1.001, 1, 1.0001
c. 0, 0, 2, 2, 4, 4, 6, 6, 7
d. π, √9 , 3.125, 3, 3.22, 3.3, 3!
2. Jenn has taken four math exams over the course of the semester. Her scores were an 85.5, a 65.75, a 92.5, and a 91.6. What is
her average exam score for the semester?
3. What is the mean (average) of all the counting numbers less than 100 which are multiples of 3?
4. Chad recently launched a new website.  In the past six days, he has recorded the following number of daily hits: 37, 29,
37, 56, 45, 38. He is hoping at week’s end to have an average number of 40 hits per day.  To achieve this, how many hits must he
have on the final day of the week?
5. What is the arithmetic mean of all the positive two-digit multiples of 4?
6. On a recent Geography test, Amanda scored 5 points below the class average, Bar scored 8 points above the class average, and
Colin scored an 82. The average of the scores of Amanda, Barb, and Colin was equal to the class average. What was the class
average?
7. Brian was comparison shopping for DVD players.  He decided he wanted to purchase a DVD player that was in the middle of the
price ranges.  The prices he was quoted include the following:  $59.99, $219.99, $79.99, $84.99,  $159.99,  $109.99, $35.99.
Which DVD player did Brian select?
8. The average of five numbers is 25. Four of the numbers are 19, 21, 24, and 25. Find the other number.
9. The mean, the median, and the mode of the five numbers below are all equal. What number does A  represent?
1.8  1.6  2.1  1.7  A 
10. The team scored the following number of runs in their games this season: 6, 2, 5, 9, 11, 4, 5, 8,6,7,5. If they want to end the sea-
son with an average of 6 runs per game, how many runs must they score in their final game of the season?
Mean, Median, Mode, and Range 
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1. The sum of two prime numbers is 2001. What is the larger of these primes?
2. The Fibonacci sequence begins 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, and so on. How many of the first thirty terms of this
sequence are odd numbers?
3. Suppose P and Q both represent prime numbers such that  5  X  P  +  7  X  Q = 109. Find the value of the prime P.
4. Sarah used 9 congruent “unit” triangles to form a large triangle of 3 rows, with
no gaps and no overlaps (shown). How many unit triangles  does Courtney need to
form a similar large triangle of 12 rows in the same way?
5. What whole number between 100 and 200 is both a perfect square and a multiple of 7?
6. 14 can be expressed as the sum of two prime numbers in exactly two different ways:  11 + 3 = 14 and 7 + 7 = 14. In
how many ways can 40 be expressed as the sum of two prime numbers?
7. How many whole numbers between 1 and 150 have exactly three different factors?
8. The sequence 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, … consists of all counting numbers which are neither perfect squares nor perfect cubes.
Find the 75th term of this sequences.
9. List all the counting numbers less than  50 that have exactly three factors.
10. What is the sum of all the prime numbers between 50 and 60?
Primes, Squares, and Cubes 
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1. If you flip a coin 7 times, what is the probability that you will get heads on every flip?
2. If you are planning to roll two dice a thousand times. How many of those rolls would you expect to have a sum equal 7 when the
numbers on the two dice are added together?
3. If you pick on card from a deck, what is the probability that the card with be a diamond or the ace of spades? (Note: a standard
card deck has 52 cards in it).
4. Eric and Mike are playing a game with coins and dice. Eric is tossing three coins in the air. If he gets three heads, he is the win-
ner. Mike is rolling two dice. If he rolls a seven, he wins. Is this a fair game? Meaning, is the probability that each boy will win
equal?
5. In a jar of quarters, nickels and pennies, the value of the quarters is $10. The value of the nickels is $10, and the value of the
pennies is also $10. If you picked one coin, what is the probability of getting a penny?
6. If the pages of a book are numbered consecutively from 1 through 177, inclusive. If a page is chosen at random, what is the
probability that the page number will contain the digit ‘1’?
7. A whole number is chosen at random from the integers 11, 12, 13, …, 49, 50. What is the probability that the number is divisible
by 3 or by 5?
8. When a state has a lottery, it usually  has a player pick five numbers from the sequence 1-49 (inclusive). If the numbers drawn
match the player’s chosen numbers, in any order, then he would win a substantial amount of money. What is the probability of
winning this type of lottery?
9. If you pick one card from each of 5 different decks, what is the probability that you will pick at least one spade?
10. A young couple decided to have six children. They did not care if their children were boys or girls. The only wish that they had
was that they would have at least one girl and at least one boy. What is the probability that this couple, after having children,
would have at least one boy and at least one girl?
11. If you pick three cards from a deck of cards, what is the probability that you will get three of a kind?




1. Eight times a number is the same as that number plus 84. What is the number?
2. If 3  x  ☼ - 25 = 8, then find the value of 3 x ☼ + 25.
3. In a pile of nickels and dimes, the number of nickels is three times the number of dimes and the pile is worth $1.75.
How many nickels are there?
4. Carol chooses a number. She multiplies it by 4, then adds 8, then divides by 4, and finally subtracts 8. Her end result
is 4. What number did she choose?
5. Luke has $21 more than Rachel and $48 more than Daniel. All together they have $168. How much money does
Luke have?
6. The sum of 7 consecutive integers is 105. What is the sum of the least and greatest of these integers?
7. Suppose that a ︽ b means a + a - b. For example, 3 ︽ 4 means 3 + 3 - 4, which is another name for 2. If 4 ︽ 5 and
6 ︽ □ represent the same number, what is the value of □?
8. Ari, Barry, Cara, Dara, and Erin have a total of $85. Ari and Barry have a total of $40. Cara and Dara have a total of
$30. Erin and Ari have a total of $20. How many dollars does Barry have?
9. 9 apes weigh as much as 4 bears. 8 bears weigh as much as 15 cougars. 10 cougars weigh as much as 27 deer. How
many deer weigh the same as 4 apes?
10. The cafeteria sells each apple at one price and each banana at another price. For 5 apples and 3 banans Dan pays
$5.70. For 3 apples and 5 bananas Chris pays $4.70. The price of one apple is how much more than the price of one
banana, in cents?
11. There are 5 people standing in a room. Rick is 5 times the age of Mike who is half the age of Larry. Ed is 30 years
younger than double Larry and Mike’s combined ages. Daniel is 79 years younger than Rick. The sum of their ages
is 271. How old is Daniel?
12. A telephone call costs 25 cents for the first three minutes and 3 cents for each additional minute. If Jason pays 40
cents for a call, for how many minutes does the call last?
13. Together, Juan and Maria have 72 marbles. Juan gives Maria half his marbles and then 12 more marbles. Maria now
has three time as many marbles as Juan has. How many marbles did Maria have originally?
14. Curt mistakenly multiplied a positive number by 10, when he should have divided the original positive number by
10. The answer he found was 33.66 more than the answer he should have found. Find the original positive number.
15. All members of the Math Club paid the same amount for their End-Of-Year Party. The boys paid a total of $90 and
the girls paid a total of $60. However, buying gifts raised the totally cost to $210, so each member paid an additional




1. Points A, B, C, D, and E are points of the  circle as shown. How many different triangles can
be formed by joining any three of these points? (Note:  the triangle formed by     joining A  to
B to C is the same triangle as that formed by joining B to A to C).
2. A certain lottery is played by choosing your own set of 6 winning numbers from among the numbers 1 through 49. How many
possible such combinations are there?
3. There are 12 boys and 14 girls in Ms. Brown’s class. She needs to choose 3 boys and 3 girls for a debate team.
How many different teams are possible?
4. (a) In a standard deck of 52 cards, how many different 7 card hands are possible?
(b) If you separate the cards into suits and keep only the hearts, how many different collections of 5 hearts are possible?
5. Any segment that joins two points of a circle is called a chord of that circle. For example, PQ is
a chord of the circle shown. Suppose six different chords are drawn in a circle. What is the
greatest number of points in which the chords can intersect with each other?
6. Betty is about to order dinner at her favorite restaurant. She will order a drink, an appetizer, a main course, 2 different side
items, and a dessert. If there are 10 choices for drinks, 5 appetizers, 6 main courses, 8 side items, and 5 desserts, in how many
ways can Betty order her meal?
7. A school’s service club has six members. Two of them help in the Main Office each school day. What is the greatest number of
school days that can pass without repeating the same pair of students?
8. Ms. Knox needs to choose 4 students to be on the Whatcom County Math Championship team. There are twenty-two students
















2. How many different six-digit numerals can be written using all of the following six digits:  4,4,5,5,5,7?
3. There are 5 seats around a table and 5 people to be seated at the table. In how many ways can they seat
themselves?
4. A nursery employee wishes to plant six Golden Delicious apple trees and two Bartlett pear trees in one
row. How many distinct arrangements are possible?
5. The signal mast of a ship can raise nine flags at one time (three red, two blue and four green). How many
different signals can be communicated by the placement of these nine flags?
6. A teacher has made ten statements for a True-False test. Four statements are true and six are false. How
many distinct answer keys could there be for the test?
7. At the Fireside Grill, you can order a meal of meat, vegetable, and a drink. If you have the following choic-
es, how many different meals could you choose from?   Meat choices:  steak, chicken, or fish. Vegetable
choices:  potato or green beans. Drink choices:  milk, lemonade, or orange juice.
8. The best possible hand in poker is a Royal Flush. It is an Ace, King, Queen, Jack, and 10 all of the same
suit. What is the probability of drawing a Royal Flush out of a deck of 52 cards? (The first card can be A,
K, Q, J, or 10 of any suit.
Permutations 
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1. At some strange math competition held in the Northwest, there are five unique team tests, a speaking test, and an
individual test. If the only guideline for the order of the tests is that the individual test must come either right before
or right after the speaking test, how many possible orders for the competitions are there?
2. Abby lists four consecutive multiples of some number. The average of the first two multiples is 28 and the average
of the last two is 44. What is the greatest multiple on Abby’s list?
3. What is the probability of dealing a three-card poker hand where the result is one-pair (a three of a kind does not
count as a one-pair)? Express your answer as a decimal to the nearest hundredth.
4. Tracy’s Trophies charges by the letter for engraving. There is one fee for each vowel and a different fee for each
consonant. CAROL costs $31 to engrave. GABRIEL costs $43 to engrave. How many dollars does BRIDGET cost
to engrave?
5. Staci looks at the first and fourth pages of a chapter in her book. The sun of their page numbers is 47. On what page
does the chapter begin?
6. Amy, Brett and Cate each secretly write down Z, U, or T. What is the probability that Cate’s letter is different from
both Amy’s letter and Brett’s letter?
Probability and Statistics 
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1. Out of forty students, 14 are taking English and 29 are taking Chemistry.
a. If five students are in both classes, how many students are in neither class?
b. How many are in either class?
c. What is the probability that a randomly-chosen student from this group of forty students is taking only the Chemistry
class?
2. In a class of 50 students, 18 take Chorus, 26 take Band, and 2 take both Chorus and Band.  How many students in the class are
not enrolled in either Chorus or Band?
3. There are 25 students on the Geoville Math Team. 11 play chess, 15 play tennis, while 3 play neither chess nor tennis. How
many students play chess, but not tennis?
4. In a school of 320 students, 85 students are in the band, 200 students are on sports teams, and 60 students participate in both
activities.  How many students are involved in either band or sports?
5. Of all the mathletes at Wantagh Middle School, 80% own computers and 40% are in band. However, 10% of all the mathletes
neither own computers nor are in band. What percent of all the mathletes both own computers and are in band?
6. A veterinarian surveys 26 of his patrons.  He discovers that 14 have dogs, 10 have cats, and 5 have fish.  Four have dogs and
cats, 3 have dogs and fish, and one has a cat and fish.  If no one has all three kinds of pets, how many patrons have none of these
pets?
7. In Park’s School’s 8th grade, 33 students like volleyball, 34 like softball, 39 like basketball, 20 like volleyball and softball, 10
like volleyball and basketball, 8 like softball and basketball, 3 like all three sports, and 12 like none of these sports. How many
students are in Park School’s 8th grade?
8. A guidance counselor is planning schedules for 30 students.  Sixteen students say they want to take French, 16 want to take
Spanish, and 11 want to take Latin.  Five say they want to take both French and Latin, and of these, 3 wanted to take Spanish as





Important Bases to Know: 
- Base 10:  Decimal   (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) Example:  310      (in base 10 equals 3) 
- Base 16:  Hexadecimal    (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F) Example:  3A16   (in base 10 equals 58)
- Base 2:    Binary   (0,1)  Example:  102     (in base 10 equals 2) 
- Base 8   (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7) Example:  1138   (in base 10 equals 75) 
1. Convert 1610 into it’s...
a. binary equivalent.
b. hexasdecimal equivalent.
c. base 8 equivalent.
2. Convert DE7A16 into it’s decimal equivalent.
3. Convert 10010112 into it’s decimal equivalent.
4. Convert 22538 into it’s decimal equivalent.
5. What is the solution to the equation 23x - 314 = 30, if the numbers are in base 8? Write your answer in base 10 (decimal form).
6. Which number has the greatest decimal value:  10102 , C216 , 898 , or 11210 ?
7. If x = 1012 , what is the binary value of y (the value of y2) if x10 + y10 + 710 = 2510 ?
8. Base 5 uses the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. Convert 345225 into it’s decimal equivalent.
9. Convert 8510 into it’s base 5 equivalent.





1. I have a 5 scoop ice cream cone. Each of my 5 scoops is a different flavor of ice cream. The five flavors are blueberry, choco-
late, strawberry, vanilla and bubble gum. You don't know what order my ice cream flavors are from top to bottom. However,
here are some clues to see if you can figure out what flavors are from top to bottom:
 The bottom flavor has 10 letters.
 The vanilla scoop touches both the chocolate and blueberry scoop.
 Vanilla is below the chocolate scoop but above the bubblegum scoop.
2. The Euclid City School has 1600 students. Each student takes five classes per day, and each teacher teaches four classes per day.
Each class contains one teacher and 25 students. How many teachers does the Euclid City School Employ?
3. Jake has 3 more brothers than sister. How many more brothers than sisters does his sister Sara have?
4. There are six candidates (A, B, C, D, E and F) in a school election. The following facts are known to be true:
(1) A is elected with exactly  votes
(2) B is second
(3) F is last with 5 votes
(4) There were a total of  100 votes cast
(5) No two candidates received the same number of votes.
What is the smallest number of votes B could have received? 
5. Amanda arranges the digits 1, 3, 5, and 7 to write a four-digit number. The 7 is next to the 1, but not to the 5. The 3 is next to the
7, but not to the 5. The four-digit number is divisible by 5. What is Amanda’s four-digit number?
6. How many three-digit numbers satisfy all of the following?
 The sum of the tens digit and the ones digit is 9
 The number is even
 The number is a multiple of 3
7. John lies on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays, while he tells the truth on all other days. Minnie lies on Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Thursdays, but she is truthful on all other days. On what day of the week could they both say, “Tomorrow, I will lie”?
8. How many steps are required to break an m × n sized bar of chocolate into 1 × 1 pieces? You can break an existing piece of
chocolate horizontally or vertically, but you cannot break two or more pieces at once (so no cutting through stacks).
BONUS (non-mathematical) QUESTION 
You have a basket containing ten apples. You have ten friends, who each desire an apple. You give each of your friends one 




1. A rectangular prism has faces with the following surface areas:  108 in2, 144 in2, and 192 in2. What is the volume of
the prism, in cubic inches?
2. Let  □m = 4m + 3. Solve for x if   10239 = □□□□□x.
3. If you choose a number that is between 20 and 80 (inclusive) at random, what is the probability you will get a num-
ber divisible by 3? Write your answer as a reduced fraction.
4. Annie has cats and birds in her house, and, for a few minutes, they all stand still enough to let her count them. If she
counts 36 heads and 120 feet total, how many cats does Annie have?
5. A recipe will make 15 pancakes that are each 12 inches in diameter and 1 inch thick. If you decided to make 4 inch
diameter pancakes that are 1 inch thick, how many of the smaller pancakes would this recipe make?
6. If I spell out the numbers from 0 to 99 (inclusive), what is the probability that a randomly selected number begins
with a vowel? Answer as a reduced fraction.
7. Three equilateral triangles are joined to form an isosceles trapezoid. If the area of the trapezoid is 9 units, what is the
perimeter of the trapezoid, to the nearest hundredth?
8. The cafeteria sells each apple at one price and each banana at another price. For 5 apples and 3 bananas Dan pays
$12.75. For 3 apples and 5 bananas Chris pays $11.35. The price of one apple is how much more than the price of
one banana, in cents?
9. How many whole numbers between 1 and 300 have exactly three different factors?
10. If Sam rolls two fair 6-sided dice and subtracts the smaller number from the bigger number, what is the average re-
sult of all possible rolls. Write your answer as a decimal rounded to the hundredths place.
11. A telephone call costs 33 cents for the first five minutes and 5 cents for each additional minute. If Sam pays $1.01
for two calls, for how many minutes did his two calls last when the length of each is added together?
12. Dave is three times older than Jim, and Jim is half Bill’s age. If their average age is 64, what is Jim’s age?
13. Some friends buy a video game, sharing the cost equally. If each friend pays $8, they will have $11 too much. If
each friend pays $6, they will have $5 too little. What is the price of the video game in dollars?
14. Starting with 1, Sara lists the counting numbers in order but omits all those that use the digit 9. What is the 300th
number on her list?
15. What is the area of the triangle formed by the x-axis, the y-axis, and the line 12x - 5y = 30?
16. The digits 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are each written on separate cards and placed in a bag. If three of the digits are drawn in
order to make a three-digit number, what is the probability that the three-digit number is divisible by 15? Answer as
a reduced fraction?
50
17. A, B, and C, in that order, are three consecutive whole numbers. Each is greater than 2000. A is a multiple of 4.
B is a multiple of 5. C is a multiple of 6. What is the smallest possible value of A?
18. In the picture to the right, the two squares inscribed in the circle have a total area of 72 units. What is the area of the
circle?  Leave your answers in terms of pi.
19. What is the angle between the minute hand and the hour hand on an analog clock when it is 7:32?
20. The best possible hand in poker is a Royal Flush. It is an Ace, King, Queen, Jack, and 10 all of the same suit. What







Mock Test Instructions 
The following section is comprised of four Mock Whatcom County Math 
Championship (WCMC) tests. These tests were made by taking past WCMC tests 
and scaling them down to fit into a 40-minute window. Should you wish to take 
these tests on your own as practice make sure that you time yourself, allowing 
yourself only as much time for each section as I have allotted below. Doing so will 
allow you to be exposed to a time crunch that will be similar to that which you will 
experience in the actual WCMC test. 
Test Number of Problems Time Allotment 
Individual 12 12 
Algebra 6 4 
Geometry 6 4 
Probability & Statistics 6 4 
Potpourri 6 4 
The four unaccounted minutes that are not allotted to a specific test are meant to 
serve as a buffer for you – allow yourself one minute between tests to breathe and 
prepare for the next one. 
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2012 Mock Test 
Individual 
1. If 4 widgets and 3 thingamajigs cost $29, but 5 widgets and 2 thingamajigs cost $24, how much doe one thingamajig cost?
2. How many prime numbers are there less than 100?
3. A circle of radius 5 cm sits inside a circle of radius 10 cm. What fraction of the big circle's area lies outside the small circle
(write as a reduced fraction)?
4. A fair six-sided die is rolled; what is the probability that the number rolled will be a factor of 6 (write answer as a reduced
fraction)?
5. If you take the middle of each side of a rhombus and connect those points, what is the best name of the type of quadrilateral
that is formed?
6. 3! = (3)(2)(1) = 6. If we say 3Δ = 3! + 2! + 1!, what is 5Δ?
7. Jane bought a puzzle book at Vowell's bookstore. It was 20% off the original price, and there was a 5% sales tax added on.
She paid with a $20 bill and got back $9.92 in change. What was the original cost of the book?
8. 0 and 1 are numbers that are both perfect squares and perfect cubes; what is the next largest number that is both?
9. If an isosceles triangle has an angle of 108°, what is the measure of one of the other angles?
10. For whole numbers m and n, define m ▼ n  = (m – n)2. What is (a – b)2 ▼ (b – a)2?
11. If (√16)3 = x2, what is x?





1. In the large square below, the areas marked a and b are each 4, the area of c is 16. What is the area of the                















3. The taxicab distance from one point to another is the shortest distance between the two points traveling only up or down or 
side to side along the grid. From the point A on the grid, all the points that are taxicab distance of 2 form a shape; what is the 


















1. Let a♦ = 2a + 1. What is 2♦♦♦♦♦? 
2. Wesley woke up at 6:32 and 24 seconds in the morning, and fell asleep at 8:12 and 16 seconds that night. How many seconds 
was he awake? 
3. Write 58 as a binary number. 
4. In the sequence 1, 8, 15, 22, ... , each number is 7 more than the number before it. In the sequence 1, 10, 19, 28, ... , each 
number is 9 more than the number before it. The two sequences have infinitely many numbers in common. Find the sum of 








Probability & Statistics 
 
1. The average of 5 numbers is 32. If two of the numbers are removed, then the average is 30. What is the sum of the two 
numbers removed? 
2. A jar contains 3 strawberry jellybeans, 4 orange jellybeans and 2 lemon jellybeans. Sam draws a jellybean from the jar, and 
then Mary draws one from those remaining. What is the probability that Mary draws a strawberry jellybean? Write the 
answer as a reduced fraction.  
3. As the minute hand of a clock travels around the face, it passes 12 whole numbers, starting with 1. If n is the number the 
minute hand is on, and m is the average (arithmetic mean) of all the numbers that the minute hand has passed since it started, 
at what number on the clock is n = m + 4? 














1. Alanna is counting backwards from 10,000,000 by 9s. What is the first negative number she reaches? 
2. Which is bigger, a) half of a half of a half of a half of a half, or b) half of a third of a fifth? 
3. The area of triangle ABC below is 90 sq. cm. Point D is on the line segment BC, and the length of BD is 5 cm. What is the 







4. Find the least whole number n greater than 30 for which: 
a)  n divided by 7 leaves a remainder of 1 
b)  n divided by 13 leaves a remainder of 3 
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1. If Melody rolls two six-sided dice and adds the results, what is the probability she will roll a 10 or higher? Write your 
answer as a reduced fraction. 




3. Emma's alarm clock goes off at 5:45 AM, and she hits the snooze button. The alarm will go off again in 12 minutes, and she 
hits it again. After that it will go off again in 11 minutes. The alarm will continue to go off in shorter periods until, when the 
period between alarms is 0 minutes, at which point a fog horn will sound and Emma will have to get up. At what time does 
the fog horn go off? 





5. If you count backwards from 100,000 by sevens, what is the first three digit number you will say? 
6. If bn is an arithmetic sequence, and b1 = 6 and b5 = 34, what is b8?  
7. If n is divided by 7, the remainder is 5. What is the remainder of 2n divided by 7? 
8. The sum of 3 consecutive odd numbers is 2013. What is the sum of all the digits of those numbers? 






10. The least common multiple of 60 and n is 180. What is the least possible integer value of n? 
11. What are the coordinates of the point where the lines y = 6x – 15 and y = x + 60 meet?      
Express your answer in the form (a, b). 
 





1. Evan has 10 tables like the one below, that fit 2 chairs along one side and 3 chairs along the other. If the tables are placed side 
by side, the sides that touch cannot have any chairs. Evan wants to place the tables so that they make a rectangle and each 













3. In the circle below, BD and CE are diameters, and the measure of angle EAD is 30°. If the radius of the circle is 6, what is 








4. In the figure below, INDO is a square, and W is the center of the two semi-circles. The smaller semi-circle has a radius of 
half the larger semi-circle. The points on the semi-circles are evenly spaced. Find the area marked by the *. Leave your 











1. In the Martian economy, 7 blorps equal a snorp, and 3 snorps equal 4 knorps. If Marvin has 24 knorps, how many blorps does 
he have? 
2. A string of pearls is a necklace with the biggest pearl in the center, a smaller pearl on either side of the center, a smaller pearl 
on either side of those, and so on. Sam bought a string of pearls with 13 pearls on it, and the smallest pearls (at each end) cost 
$1 each, the next biggest cost $2, the next biggest cost $3, and so on. How much did Sam's necklace cost altogether? 
3. In a Lucas sequence of numbers, each number is the sum of the previous two numbers in the sequence; for example: 1, 3, 4, 
7, 11, 18, 29, ... What is the first missing term in this Lucas sequence:  6, ___, ___, ___, ___, 63 ? 
4. There was an old woman who lived in a shoe with so many children and cats that she didn't know what to do. So she counted 







Probability & Statistics 
 
1. In a race there are six racers. How many different ways can 1st and 2nd place awarded? 
2. In a survey of 50 students, 22 like Harry Potter, 25 like Lord of the Rings, and 12 like neither. How many students like both 
Harry Potter and Lord of the Rings? 
3. Instead of the normal two 6-sides dice, Matt likes to play with a fair 5-sides die and a fair 7-sided die, which he says is fair 
because the highest sum is still 12 and the lowest sum is still 2. What is the probability that if Matt rolls his dice and adds the 
results, he gets one of the three most possible outcomes? Write the answer as a reduced fraction.  
4. The two dartboards below have the same size squares; in the first, the target is a circle inscribed in the square, in the second, 
the target is a square inscribed in a circle. If a dart hits either dartboard with equal probability, how much larger is the 















1. A basketball player made 8 baskets during a game. Each basket was worth either 2 or 3 points. How many different numbers 
could represent the total points scored by the player? 
2. How many positive square numbers are there less than 1,000,000? 
3. How many times will you use the number 8 when writing the numbers from 1 to 1000? 
 
4. If a and b are positive numbers and a2 – b2 = 6, and a – b = 2, what is a + b? 
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1. Jenn shoots free throws at a rate of 80%. What is the probability that she will make two free throws in a row? 
2. If the diagonal of a square is √18, what is the area of the square? 
3. A bag has 4 green marbles, 12 red marbles and 14 blue marbles. When a single marble is drawn at random, what is the probability 
that the marble is red? Write your answer as a reduced fraction. 
4. If there are on average 12 hours of night, how many minutes are there in 1001 Arabian nights? 
5. If the sum of a polygon’s interior angles is twice the sum of its exterior angles, how many sides does it have? 
6. What is the value of the following: 100 – 98 + 96 – 94 + … + 8 – 6 + 4 – 2? 
7. How many prime numbers are there between 100 and 150? 
8. 36% of what number is 27? 
9. What is the area of an isosceles triangle with sides 13, 13 and 24? 
10. The sum of two numbers is 58, and the difference between them is 12. What is the larger of the two numbers? 
11. In a single-elimination tournament with 32 teams, the winning team will have won how many games? 











2. When a positive two – digit number has its digits reversed to form a new two – digit number, the sum of the two is 154. What is the 
largest possible value of the original number? 
3. The digital root of a number is found by adding all of the digits of a number, then repeating the process until you get a single digit 
number (for example, the digital root of 3851 is 3+8+5+1 = 17, 1 + 7 = 8). What is the digital root of 92014? 
4. The line m goes through the points (4, 21) and (28, 3), while the line n goes through the point (16, 27) and has a slope of 3. Lines m 





1. A rectangular prism has faces with the following surface areas: 108 in2, 144 in2 and 192 in2. What is the volume of the prism, in 
cubic inches? 
2. In the picture below, the shaded circle has an area of 81π cm2, and the larger circle has a diameter that is 6 centimeters longer than 





3. What is the angle of between the minute hand and the hour hand on an analog clock when it is 10:55? 
4. A square of area 100 is cut into four congruent triangles and a smaller square. If the side lengths of the legs of one of the triangles 






Probability & Statistics 
 
1.  If Amelia rolls two fair 6 –sided dice and multiplies the results, what is the probability that they answer will be evenly divisible by 
4? Write your answer as a reduced fraction. 
2. Tamara is walking through the city from Start to Finish. At each intersection, she flips a coin to decide which way to go, south or 
east (if she has no choice, she keeps going). What is the probability that she passes through the point x on her way from        








3. The Fibonacci numbers are those that follow the pattern 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8…. If you choose a number from 1 to 10000 at random, what 
is the probability that you will choose a Fibonacci number? Write your answer as a reduced fraction.  
4. If you choose a number that is from 20 through 80 at random, what is the probability you will get a number divisible by 3? Write 





1. Ben is counting backwards from 1,000,000 by thirteens. What is the first negative number he reaches? 
2. All of the triangles in the figure below are right triangles, and all of the circles have a radius of 1. How long is x? Give your answer 









3. How many different ways can you arrange the letters in the word ARRANGE? 
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1. Noah buys 3 labyrinth books at Vowell’s Bookstore that cost $3.95 each, but because Vowell’s is having an amazing sale, the 
books are 60% off. If Noah gives the clerk a ten-dollar bill, how much change does he get back? 
2. Drake’s Ice Cream sells chocolate, vanilla, blueberry, cinnamon and butterscotch ice cream. If Alexia gets a double scoop 
dish with different flavors and it does not matter which scoop is on top, how many different possible combinations could she 
get?  
3. If the angles of a triangle are in a 1:2:2 ratio, what is the measure of the bigger angle? 
4. How many vertices are there on a four-dimensional hypercube? 
5. What is the square of the cube root of the reciprocal of 3.375? Express your answer as a reduced fraction. 
6. The inverse of 3 mod 5 is 2, because 2*3 mod 5 is 1. What is the inverse of 3 mod 13? 
7. What is 25% of  3
4
 ? Write your answer as a reduced fraction.  
8. If the sequence 8, m, 72… is a geometric sequence and m is positive, what is the next term in this arithmetic  
sequence 8, m, ____? 
9. Four identical squares and one rectangle are placed together to form one large square as shown below. If the area of one of 











10. The parabola given by the equation y =  x2 –  6x +  m  will have no x-intercepts if m is greater than n. What is the smallest 
value of n? 
11. Rapunzel’s hair is 2 feet long on Saturday March 14th, and grows a specific amount every day. By March 30th, her hair has 
tripled in length. How many inches does it grow every day? 
12. What is the sum of the x-intercepts and y-intercept of the parabola given by y = x2 – 10x – 24? 
 
 





1. What is the difference between the sum of the first 2015 even counting numbers and the sum of the first 2015 odd counting 
numbers? 
2. If 4, ___ , ___ , 72 is a geometric sequence, what is the third term? Round to the nearest hundredth. 
3. 8𝑥𝑥 = 27. What is 4𝑥𝑥? 
4. The 9th term of the geometric sequence 24, 36, 54, …  will be a number in the form 3
𝑛𝑛
2𝑚𝑚






1. If a circle has a center at the point (6,17) and is tangent to another congruent circle at the point (8,14), what are the 
coordinates of the center of the second circle? 

















3. What is the area between the x-axis, the y-axis, and the function = 4 − |𝑥𝑥 − 2| ? 





Probability & Statistics 
 
1. What is the probability that a randomly drawn positive factor of 72 is less than 5? Write your answer as a reduced 
fraction. 
2. Using the letters A, B, E, I, L, and N, we can form 720 six-letter “words”. If these “words” are arranged in alphabetical order, 
the “word” BLAINE occupies what position? 
3. A rectangle is drawn connecting the points (0,0), (6,0), (6,2) and (0,2). If a point (x,y) is chosen at random in this rectangle, 
what is the probability that x < y ? Write your answer as a reduced fraction? 
4. Robin was throwing darts at the regular octagon target shown below. If she is throwing her darts at random, what is the 


















1. A digital clock shows 1:35. This is the first time after midnight when all three digits are different odd numbers. How many 
time between midnight and 10:00 AM will the digits be three different odd numbers? 











3. What is the sum of the digits of the square of 111,111,111? 
4. Each morning before school, Grace bought either a 50-cent muffin or a 75-cent bagel. Her total cost for the five-day week 
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Area and Perimeter Answers 
1. 22.28 inches
2. N = 12




7. √8  inches OR  2√2 inches if you simplify it
8. 2 gallons
9. 28.5 square feet
10. 160 pancakes
Work shown on the following pages 










1. 1728 cubic inches 
2. 3153600000 cubic yards per year 
3. 64 times 
4. 1728 cubic inches 
5. 5451776000 cubic yards 
6. 48385 cubic inches 
7. 0.04 cm. 





Work shown on the following pages 





Decimals, Fractions, and Percents Answers 
1. 
a. 20/19, 1.108,  6.8,  1
b. 21/16,  1.723,  21.42,  15
c. 18/5,  12.96,  128.52,  63










Work shown on the following pages 









a. 15.429,  15,  no mode,  7 
b. 1.016,  1.0001,  1,  0.1 
c. 3.444…,  4,  {0, 2, 4, 6},  7 






7. The $84.99 one 
8. 36 





Work shown on the following pages 




















Work shown on the following pages 









1. 1/128  (or approximately 0.007813) 
2. 500/3 (or approximately 166.67) 
3. 7/26 (or approximately 0.269) 
4. No 
5. 25/31 (or approximately 0.806) 
6. 97/177 (or approximately 0.548) 
7. 19/40 (or approximately 0.475) 
8. 1/1906884 (or approximately 0.00000052) 
9. 781/1024 (or approximately 0.763) 
10.31/32 (or approximately 0.969) 
11.1/425 (or approximately 0.0024) 




Work shown on the following pages 


















9. 9 deer 
10. 50 cents 
11. 21 years old 
12.8 minutes 
13. 12 marbles 
14. 3.4 




Work shown on the following pages 















7. 15 days without repeating pairs
8. 7315 teams
Work shown on the following pages 

















2. 60 different numerals
3. 120 ways
4. 28 arrangements
5. 1260 different signals
6. 210 different keys
7. 18 meals
8. 1/649740
Work shown on the following pages 















5. Page 22 





Work shown on the following pages 


















Work shown on the following pages 













2. 60 different numerals
3. 120 ways
4. 28 arrangements
5. 1260 different signals
6. 210 different keys
7. 18 meals
8. 1/649740
Work shown on the following pages 









1. Flavors (from bottom to top):            
  Strawberry, Bubblegum, Blueberry, Vanilla, Chocolate 
2. 80 teachers 
3. 5 more brothers than sisters 
4. 13 votes 
5. 3715 
6. 15 three-digit numbers 
7. Thursday 
8. (m x n) - 1 steps 
 
BONUS.  







Work shown on the following pages 









1  1728 in3 
2   x = 9 
3   20/61 
4   24 cats 
5   135 pancakes 
6   7/50 
7   approximately 13.16 units 
8   70 cents more 
9   7 whole numbers 
10   1.94 
11   17 minutes 
12   Jim is 32 years old 
13   $53 
14   363 
15   7.5 square units 
16   2/15 
17   A = 2044 
18   45π 
19   34° 








Work shown on the following pages 








13 Let x = the number of friends, 
        and let 3x represent x friends paying $3 each. 
From the information given, we know:  6x + 5 = 8x + 11 
Through algebraic manipulation,  
        we get that   16 = 2x  and thus that 8 = x. 
        So, we know there are 8 friends. 
Knowing this, you can find out  6x = $6(8) = $48  and 8x = $8(8) = $64. 
       We know that $48 is $5 too little and $64 is $11 too much, so: 
       $48 + $5 = $53 = $64 - $11 
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Mental Math 
1. What is the product of 13 and 15?
2. A bag is filled with two yellow marbles and 6 red marbles. When one marble is drawn from the bag, what is the probability,
as a percent, that it is red?
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
3. Start with nine, then add six, then subtract three, then divide by two. What number do you get?
4. What is two-thirds of 36, minus one-half of 14?
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
5. If you start reading a book at 10:55 and it takes four hours and 15 minutes to read the book, at what time will you be
finished?
6. Find seven squared and add three squared.
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
7. How many thirds are there in twelve?
8. What is the surface area of a cube with the sides of 4?
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1. If a rectangle has an area of 64 and the width is four times the length, what is the perimeter? 
2. What is half-a-dozen plus one-third of half-a-dozen? 
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
3. What is the square of the difference of 23 and 9? 
4. One-zero in base a is what number in base ten? 
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
5. Willow eats half of her Valentines candy on February 15th and half of what's left on February 16th. If she has only 6 pieces 
of candy left on the seventeenth, how many pieces did she start with? 
6. If it takes Maddy two and a half hours to drive 95 miles, how fast is she going in miles per hour? 
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
7. What is the product of 42 and 19? 
8. What is 90% of 90? 
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1. If the area of a circle is thirty-six pi, what is the diameter of the circle? 
2. What is the sum of the first seven odd numbers? 
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
3. If you start with the number eighteen, double the number, then subtract one-third of the result, what do you get? 
4. What is the difference between six squared and eleven squared? 
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
5. How many diagonals can be drawn in a regular hexagon? 
6. If I roll two six-sided dice and add the results, what is the largest odd result I could get? 
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
7. If the sum of two numbers is forty-three and one of the numbers is seventeen, what is the other number? 
8. What is seventy percent of sixty? 
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2015 Mock Test 
Mental Math 
1. If you roll two six sided dice and add the results together, how many different outcomes are there?
2. If it is noon right now, what time will it be in 110 hours?
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
3. What is the greatest number of circles of radius one that can fit into a square of area 36?
4. What is half of one plus six-dozen of another one?
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
5. How many degrees does the minute hand rotate from midnight to 2:45 AM?
6. What is 2,015 minus 5,102?
SWITCH TEAM MEMBERS 
7. How many diagonals are there in a pentagon?


























Mental Math Answers 
1. 195 























1. 24 units2 
2. 60 rectangles 
3. 8 units2 
4. 130° 
 
Probability & Statistics Answers 
1. 70 






2. half of a third of a fifth 
3. 82.5 cm2 
4. 120 
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12. x = 12 or -6


























2. 999 perfect squares
3. 300
4. 3
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